The energy spectra of galactic cosmic rays carry fundamental information regarding their origin and propagation. These spectra, when measured near Earth, are significantly affected by the solar magnetic field. A comprehensive description of the cosmic radiation must therefore include the transport and modulation of cosmic rays inside the heliosphere. During the end of the last decade the Sun underwent a peculiarly long quiet phase well suited to study modulation processes. In this paper we present proton spectra measured from July 2006 to December 2009 by PAMELA. The large collected statistics of protons allowed the time variation to be followed on a nearly monthly basis down to 400 MV. Data are compared with a state-of-the-art three-dimensional model of solar modulation.
Introduction
Protons are the most abundant species in cosmic rays, representing about 90% of the total flux. They are believed to be mainly of primordial origin, accelerated during supernovae explosions and confined within our Galaxy, at least up to PeV energies. During propagation through the interstellar medium cosmic rays undergo interactions with gas atoms and loose energy significantly modifying their injection spectra and composition.
Beside the effect of propagation in the Galaxy, cosmic-ray particles reaching the Earth are affected by the solar wind and the solar magnetic field. A continuous flow of plasma emanates from the solar corona and extends out far beyond Pluto, up to the heliopause where the interstellar medium is encountered. The solar wind travels at supersonic speeds of about 350-650 km s −1 up to the termination shock where it slows down to about 100-150 km s −1 to form the inner heliosheath.
The plasma carries the solar magnetic field out into the heliosphere to form the heliospheric magnetic field (HMF). When interstellar cosmic rays enter the heliosphere, they interact with the solar wind and the HMF that modify their energy spectra. These modifications are directly related to solar activity and the total effect is called solar modulation. Solar activity varies strongly with time, rising from a minimum level when the Sun is quiet (with cosmic rays then having a maximum intensity at Earth) to a maximum period (when cosmic rays have a minimum intensity) and then returning to a new minimum to repeat the cycle. This solar cycle spans approximately 11 years. Solar activity modulates cosmic rays with the same cycle as a function of position in the heliosphere. Protons with rigidities up to at least 30 GV are affected and the effect becomes progressively larger as the rigidity decreases (e.g. Potgieter (2011) ). At each solar activity maximum the polarity of the solar magnetic field reverses. When the solar magnetic field lines point outward in the Northern hemisphere and inward in the Southern hemisphere, the Sun is said to be in an A>0 cycle, whereas during an A<0 cycle the solar magnetic field lines point inward (outward) in the Northern (Southern) hemisphere. Direct cosmic-ray measurements above a few MeV have been performed from the inner to the outer heliosphere (see e.g. Heber and Potgieter (2006) ; Webber et al. (2012) ) and particularly at the Earth where solar modulation effects are at their largest.
Understanding the origin and propagation of cosmic rays requires knowledge of the cosmic-ray energy spectra in the interstellar medium, i.e. uninfluenced by the Sun's magnetic field. These spectra, especially for protons, can be inferred from gamma-ray data (e.g. see Neronov et al. (2012) ). However, uncertainties are large and direct cosmic-ray measurements are preferable. Voyager space missions (Decker et al. 2005; Richardson et al. 2008 ) have passed the termination shock and may soon start sampling the cosmic radiation in the local interstellar medium. They will provide fundamental data to understand the basic features of the heliosphere. However, these cosmic-ray measurements are limited to the very low energy part of the spectra (from tens to a few 100 MeV), with galactic protons, helium and oxygen strongly contaminated by the anomalous component (Stone et al. 2008) . Higher energies are needed to fully address fundamental questions in cosmic-ray physics. Moreover, the energy spectra of rare components like antiparticles may yield indirect information regarding new physics such as dark matter. For example, the antiproton flux between few hundred MeV-few GeV can be used (e.g. Cerdeno et al. (2012) ; Asano et al. (2012) ; Garny et al. (2012) ) to constrain models with light (∼ 10 GeV) dark matter candidates put forward to interpret recent measurements by direct-detection experiments (Bernabei et al. 2000; Aalseth et al. 2011; Angloher et al. 2012) . However, solar modulation has a relevant effect on the cosmic-ray spectra at these energies that needs to be disentangled to allow a comprehensive picture to emerge.
Precise measurements of cosmic-ray spectra over a wide rigidity range, from a few hundred MV to tens of GV over an extended period of time (covering a significant fraction of the solar cycle) can be used to study the effect of solar modulation in greater detail, including the convective and adiabatic cooling effect of the expanding solar wind and the diffusive and particle drift effects of the turbulent HMF. The most recent solar minimum activity period (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) and the consequent minimum modulation conditions for cosmic rays were unusual. It was expected that the new activity cycle would begin early in 2008. Instead minimum modulation conditions continued until the end of 2009 when the highest levels of cosmic rays were recorded at Earth since the beginning of the space age (see e.g. Mewaldt et al. (2010) ). This period of prolonged solar minimum activity is well suited to study the various modulation processes that affect the propagation of galactic cosmic rays inside the heliosphere.
PAMELA is a satellite-borne instrument designed for cosmic-ray antimatter studies. The instrument is flying on-board the Russian Resurs-DK1 satellite since June 2006, in a semi-polar near-Earth orbit. PAMELA has provided important results on the antiproton (Adriani et al. 2009a) and positron (Adriani et al. 2009b ) galactic abundances. The high-resolution magnetic spectrometer allowed hydrogen and helium spectral measurements up to 1.2 TV (Adriani et al. 2011) , the highest limit ever achieved by this kind of experiment. We present here results on the long-term variations in the absolute flux of hydrogen nuclei, measured down to 400 MV.
The analysis, described in section 3, is based on data collected between July 2006 and December 2009. The analyzed period covers the unusually long most recent solar minimum. The large proton statistics collected by the instrument allowed the proton flux to be measured for each Carrington rotation 1 (hereafter the flux measured on this time basis will be referred as Carrington flux).
The instrument
The PAMELA instrument, shown schematically in Figure 1 , comprises a number of highly redundant detectors, capable of identifying particles by providing charge (Ze), mass, rigidity (R = pc/Ze, with p momentum of the particle and c speed of light) and velocity (β) measurements over a very wide energy range. Multiple detectors are placed around a permanent magnet with a silicon micro-strip tracking system, providing charge and track deflection (d = ±1/R) information. A scintillator system (TOF: S1, S2 and S3) provides the trigger for event acquisition, the time-offlight measurement and a further charge information. A silicon-tungsten calorimeter is used to perform hadron/lepton separation; a scintillator (S4) and a neutron detector placed at the bottom of the apparatus increase the rejection power at high energy. An anti-coincidence system (AC: CAS, CAT and CARD) registers hits produced by particles entering from outside the instrument acceptance. A detailed description of the apparatus can be found in Picozza et al. (2007) . 
Analysis

Event selection
In order to give a valid trigger for data acquisition, a particle must cross the S2 and S3 scintillators, located above and below the tracking system, respectively. The requirement of a hit on S3 sets a limit on the minimum detectable rigidity, which for vertical protons is on average 400 MV, i.e. ≃ 80 MeV of kinetic energy.
Clean events are selected by requiring a precision track in the spectrometer, a trajectory contained within the instrument acceptance and no hits in the CARD and CAT scintillators. Protons are identified among all the selected particles by requiring a positive track curvature and ionization energy losses (dE/dX) in the tracking system consistent with a hydrogen nucleus. The dE/dX selection included deuterons, which in this work have been treated as being protons. Galactic particles have been selected by requiring that the measured rigidity was a factor 1.3 above the geomagnetic vertical cutoff, evaluated using the Störmer approximation, at a given orbital position. The satellite orbit has an inclination of 70 • , which allows galactic particles to be studied down to the minimum detectable rigidity.
The analysis procedure was similar to previous work on the high energy proton and helium fluxes (Adriani et al. 2011) . The major differences concern track-quality requirements and the fiducial volume definition. The procedure used in the proton and helium study aimed to maximise the spectrometer performance and minimize systematic uncertainties in the flux normalization, in order to perform a precise spectral measurement up to the highest achievable energy. The study presented in this paper aims to trace time variations in the low energy particle flux, with the finest possible time binning. Hence, high-performing tracking was less important than high statistics. For this reason the tracking requirements were relaxed (at least 3 hits, instead of 4, on both X and Y view, a track lever-arm of at least 4 silicon planes in the tracker) and the fiducial volume was enlarged (bounded 1.5 mm from the magnet cavity walls, instead of 7 mm), allowing to collect more particles with only a small degradation in the measurement precision in the energy range under study.
Flux normalization
The absolute proton flux in the spectrometer was obtained by dividing the measured energy spectrum by the acquisition time, the geometrical acceptance and the selection efficiency.
Acquisition time
Flux evaluation was performed as a function of time, binning the data according to the Carrington rotations. The time period studied corresponds to Carrington rotation numbers 2045-2092. The acquisition time was evaluated for each energy bin as the total live time spent above the geomagnetic cutoff, outside the South Atlantic Anomaly and during periods when no solar events had occurred (hence December 2006, when a large solar event took place, was excluded from the data). This work is based on data collected between July 2006 and December 2009. The total live time was about 5×10 7 s (∼ 590 days) above ∼ 20 GV, reducing to about 13% of this value at 0.4 GV, due to the relatively short time spent by the satellite at low geomagnetic locations. The accuracy of the live time determination was cross-checked by comparing different clocks available in flight, which showed a relative difference of less than 0.2 %.
Geometrical factor
The geometrical factor for this analysis (G =19.9 cm 2 sr) is determined by the requirement of containment within the fiducial volume: a reconstructed track had to be 1.5 mm away from the magnet walls and the TOF-scintillator edges. The geometrical factor is constant above 1 GV and slowly decreases by ∼ 2% to lower energies, where the curvature of the proton particle trajectory is no longer negligible.
The value of G has been evaluated with two independent numerical methods, which provided values consistent within 0.1%.
Selection efficiency
The PAMELA instrument has been designed to provide redundant information on event topology and particle characteristics. This feature allowed the efficiencies of each detector to be measured directly from flight data. Due to the large proton statistics, detector behavior could be monitored over very short time scales. For this analysis, efficiencies were evaluated independently for each time interval, in order to follow any possible time variation of detector responses.
The major time dependent effect was the sudden failure of some front-end chips in the tracking system. Chip failures started to occur few months after the launch of the satellite, initially with an almost constant rate. In the following years the rate of failures significantly decreased and the tracking system reached an almost stable condition near the end of 2009. The net effect was a progressive reduction of the tracking efficiency, since the number of hits available for track reconstruction decreased. No degradation in the signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution was observed.
The approach described in Adriani et al. (2011) for the evaluation of the tracking efficiency was used: a high energy average value was experimentally obtained using non-interacting minimum ionizing particles in the calorimeter from flight data and an energy dependent correction factor was evaluated using Monte Carlo simulation. The average tracking efficiency was measured using a test sample of non-interacting relativistic protons in the imaging calorimeter. The resulting efficiency varied almost monotonically from ≃ 94% during the first months to ≃ 20% in the final months. The efficiency variation was correctly reproduced by the simulation, which included a map of dead channels as a function of time. Since the requirement of non-interacting minimum ionizing particles in the calorimeter selected essentially protons with rigidities ≥ 2 GV, the determination of the tracking efficiency at lower rigidities was performed using the simulation. The simulation results were normalized to experimental values at high rigidities after performing an identical selection. This was required because, due to the relatively poor tracking resolution of the calorimeter, the average efficiency values obtained using the calorimeter selection were different from the average efficiency of an isotropically-distributed particle sample (as was the case for triggered events). This normalization was applied to the simulation estimated efficiency that accounted for the full energy dependence of the tracking efficiency and was used for the flux estimation. When comparing the average experimental and simulated efficiencies, differences of less than 4% were found, except during the last few months 2009 when the tracking efficiency fell below 40% and, consequently, the discrepancy became more significant, increasing up to 13%. These differences were included in the systematic uncertainties of the measurements. As a further check, two different simulation packages were used: GEANT3 (Brun et al. 1994 ) and GEANT4 (Agostinelli et al. 2003) . The resulting efficiencies differed by ≃ 1.5% and this was included in the systematic uncertainty.
TOF and AC selection efficiencies were evaluated relative to the tracking selection. For well contained events, the TOF and AC responses were not correlated and the selection efficiencies could be measured independently. At low rigidities TOF and AC efficiency measurements were affected by background contamination in the test samples of low energy secondary particles produced by high energy primaries interacting with the apparatus. This contamination resulted in an underestimation of the efficiency, since background interactions were often associated with multiple hits in both the TOF and AC scintillators. An upper limit on this contamination was determined by excluding the TOF and AC conditions from the test sample selection, thereby adding background events into the test sample. The difference between the results was found to be ≃ 6% in the lowest-energy bin. This value was conservatively treated as an asymmetric systematic uncertainty on the absolute flux.
Spectral unfolding and other corrections
The proton spectrum measured in the spectrometer was corrected to the top of the payload by accounting for the effects of rigidity displacement due to finite spectrometer resolution and particle slow-down by ionization energy loss, the latter being more relevant at low energies. The correction was applied by means of an unfolding procedure, following the Bayesian approach proposed by D'Agostini (1995). The detector response matrix was obtained from the simulation. The resulting spectrum was corrected for the contamination of locally produced secondary particles and for attenuation due to particles interacting with the satellite and the instrument itself. In order to estimate the residual contamination of locally produced secondary particles, simulations of protons and helium nuclei isotropically hitting the PAMELA payload within a 2π solid angle were carried out. The estimated background was found to be less than 6% at 0.4 GV and inversely proportional to energy, becoming negligible above 1 GV. Flux attenuation, which was slightly energy dependent and amounted to 5-6%, accounted for both particle loss by non-elastic interactions and loss and gain of particles from within the acceptance due to elastic scattering.
Finally, in order to correct for systematic time-dependent variations of the Carrington fluxes (see next section), these were normalized, at high-energy (30-50 GeV), to the proton flux measured with the more stringent tracking conditions of Adriani et al. (2011) and averaged over the period 
Systematic uncertainties
By relaxing the tracking selection the proton statistics could be significantly increased, allowing the proton flux to be evaluated on a Carrington rotation basis up to the end of 2009. This approach also led to an increase of the systematic uncertainties on the measured absolute fluxes.
The reliability of the flux determination was verified by studying the time variation of the flux at high energy (above 30 GeV) since no significant modulation effects are expected in this energy region. As a reference, we considered the fluxes obtained with the stringent tracking conditions and averaged over the period July 2006 -March 2008. Figure 2 shows the time dependence of the ratio between the Carrington fluxes and the reference flux for two high-energy intervals at about 30 GV and 47 GV. Two different selection criteria were considered: stringent (open circles, as in 2 An improved use of the simulation resulted in slightly higher selection efficiencies than previously estimated. Therefore, the proton spectrum of Adriani et al. (2011) should be lowered by 3.2%. Furthermore, the overall systematic uncertainty is slightly larger at low energies (4.5% at 1 GV).
Comparing the upper and lower panels of Figure 2 a correlation between the time profiles at different energies can be noticed, which indicates the presence of non-negligible systematic effects. The Carrington fluxes based on the analysis described in Adriani et al. (2011) mean value consistent with the quoted ≃ 4% systematic uncertainty, while the fluxes for this analysis show a decreasing trend, with a relative variation over the whole time interval of ∼10%. This timedependent systematic effect was corrected as discussed in the previous section. The assumption behind this correction implies that PAMELA results are not sensitive to solar modulation induced flux variations smaller than about 5%.
Further contributions to the total uncertainty resulted from the unfolding procedure (1-5%) and from the correction to the top of the payload (1%). Figure 3 shows the time profile of the proton flux for three energy intervals; the error bars are statistical, while the shaded area represents the quadratic sum of all systematic uncertainties. The systematic uncertainty is dominated by the tracking efficiency and reaches a minimum above a few tens of GeV and for the first Carrington rotations, when the tracking efficiency is maximum. Additional time and energy-dependent contributions to the overall uncertainty have been introduced in order to account for both the reduced accuracy of the simulation in reproducing the spectrometer behavior as the detection efficiency decreases in time, and the larger uncertainty on the simulated efficiency at low energy. Figure 5 and Table 1 present the galactic proton spectra measured by PAMELA over four time periods. These data illustrate how the proton spectra evolved from late 2006 to late 2009. The latter represents the highest proton flux observed by PAMELA. In Figure 5 the PAMELA proton spectra are overlaid with the corresponding computed spectra (solid lines). A full three-dimensional model was used to compute the differential intensity of cosmic-ray protons at Earth from 10 MeV to 30 GeV. The model is based on the numerical solution of the Parker transport equation (Parker 1965 ), including all four major modulation mechanisms: convection, particle drift caused by gradients and curvatures in the HMF, diffusion described by a full 3D diffusion tensor and adiabatic energy changes. For these calculations a local interstellar spectrum (LIS) was assumed (shown as a solid black line in Figure 5 ). The proton LIS was based on that by Langner & Potgieter (2004) modified at high energies to match PAMELA observations. It follows from the comparison between the model and observations that the proton spectra became progressively softer, as expected, from 2006 but requiring larger diffusion coefficients at lower energies than anticipated. At the same time full particle drifts occurred but with the modulation drift effects somewhat obscured by the effective diffusion. This caused the effect of the HMF wavy current sheet to be less well correlated to increases in cosmic-ray intensities at Earth. Details concerning the modulation model and theoretical assumptions and implications, will be published in an accompanying paper (Potgieter et al. 2012) . (Potgieter et al. 2012) . The LIS used for the computation is also shown (black solid line). 
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